
Group Feedback I—Initial Brainstorm

Authoring Strategies
Encourage varied modalities of teaching and learning—visuals/text/audio/etc
Example—not just rubric for assignment, but also give examples of good, mediocre, and poor—Examples of good practices of the authoring process
Provide realistic assessment of preparation/authoring time—Checklist with timing
Instructional design model—starts with objectives so that you can appropriately match technology with objectives
Standards—adopt or encourage adoption of standard in course development tools (if you want to introduce streaming video—get proficient in one that meets your needs—vs sampling)
Be implicit on using modular approach
Provide not only learning object database, but have a module database*** 


Teaching Strategies I
“Generational” FAQ’s—let FAQ’s that are developed in one semester  carry over to the next
Interaction Management—
Protocols for Assignment File Names—Establish file name protocol
Peer Review
External Experts
Restrict emails to personal use---discussion boards to content

Teaching Strategies II
Peer Review for Assignments
Setting student expectations—communication and review of assignments—
Linking to externally related resources to material—students can tap into these resources without a lot of guidance or input
Students can contribute resources directly to the list—no work on our part
Encourage student-to-student interaction—get them to talk to each other vs. to “us”
Example papers/case studies/diagrams/etc—show good and bad examples—provides students with a framework—Rubric is not enough—example is a better indication
Having student create discussion topics so that faculty does not have to come up with all of them—Also engages student in process

Course Revision Strategies
Involve librarians in the process—can students retain digital information
Peer reviews on content—content experts,  industry—how do we get this process going (Q: Do we peer review traditional courses? How do we motivate that process?)
Showcasing—faculty show their work to other faculty, as a participant in a showcase, you can get ideas for future revisions
Use students in the revision process—getting a student a semester away from the course to come back and provide feedback on how to revise
Journal while teaching—for every pilot project, participants keep a journal—keep track of things they want to change rather than trying to remember things 6 months later or a problem log
Manage expectations—what  you can do in the revision process

Institutional Strategies
Comes back to students—if we could select students that were good at or motivated—interested in taking online courses, etc, then faculty would spend less time dealing with students who cannot learn in an online format.
How do we prepare students for changes in online learning—strategies to help faculty by helping students (skill sets)
Amount of institutional red tape—how can we develop strategies to present the material—sell the concept—checklist of strategies to use to help us analyze the course and present it to faculty review 


Group Feedback II—Final Strategy Explanation

Authoring Strategies
Encourage a modular approach to online course development

Construct modules to meet specific objectives—modular database

Benefits
Saves reinventing the wheel
Makes revisions easier, more approachable, and manageable
Gets faculty to think in terms of objectives

Limitations
Sharing between instructors may be hindered due to different styles
Some faculty may not be willing to share
Faculty may not understand what we mean by module
Legal issues!!!!!!!!

Rating: 4—more people voted for 4!

Teaching Strategies I
Strategy
Interaction Management—Student discussions and how we can focus students on effective discussion

Explanation
Setting expectations for the quality, quantity, and civility and expectations  for faculty

Benefits
Reducing overhead of faculty responding to students administrative questions
Class time to deal with personal issues is reduced

Limitations
Liability for enforcement—if instructor chooses to implement this, they have to be prepared to back it up if students do not adhere
Potential for quenching debate and/or social community by imposing rules
Rules can be intimidating

Rating & Explanation: 5—interaction management is reusable, because once in place, they can be implemented course after course. Can reduce amount of corrective actions that have to be taken.


Teaching Strategies II

Strategy: Setting student expectations (Performance & Professor Involvement)
1. Email-how frequently and how often instructors need to respond
2. Comments on Papers—minimal
Threaded Discussion—instructors will read all posting, but comments will be corrected outside
Limited online office hours—
Mandate cooperative learning groups—assessed on basis of cooperative or group work
Publishing examples of good or poor work
Utilizing FAQs for responding to students

Benefits
Allows faculty to structure interaction and keep from becoming overwhelemed
Reinforces student responsibility
Clarifies rules of the game

Limitations
Requires self-discipline on the part of faculty and student not to get overly involved
Some faculty may be uncomfortable using peer review
Presupposes some level of institutional commitment—if other instructors are not doing, may be more difficult to get compliance

Rating: 4/5—proven instructor tested techniques


Course Revision Strategies
Journal while teaching—
Daily notes, note errors, find muddy points, weaknesses and strengths, missed opportunities, further development areas, student notes/responses, 

Benefits
Written record of memory
Keep content on target
Assist in the ability to separate the process of authoring, teaching, and revision, particularly when different people develop vs. teach—better feedback throughout process
Give you a road map for revision process which can manage expectations
Gives you the opportunity to prioritize revisions (allocate resources to most critical revisions)

Limitations
One more thing to do while teaching, but long term return is hopefully worth it
Encourage you to do complete re-do of course!

Rating: 4—Important process because it is something that does not require others (librarians, ID, etc). Immediate and ongoing

Institutional Strategies
Strategy: Develop an institutional testing center

An institution would support either residential or proctored where faculty could send students to do course evals—open and close book exams—

Benefits
Give faculty more time within the classroom (time gets eroded in the classroom)
Continue to teach and use familiar assessment strategies
Automatic grading possible under some circumstances (m.c., scanning for words in essays)
Students would benefit because they would have flexibility on when they could take the test depending on faculty guidelines

Limitations?

Rating: 1 or 2—Benefit, but depending upon how difficult it was to make the test, etc—it may take up time depending on test circumstances


General Discussion

Design for 10-20 people vs. Design for 50-75 people

Chat feature is demanding when there is more than 20 students—Have only 7-10 students/chat (Have to implement additional chat sessions to restrict # of students within a single chat)

Trade off size for communication/interaction

Comes down to instructional objectives of the course

3-9 interactions in a 50-minute period (lecture-based course)—good pedagogical reasons why distance education would help a course of this nature

Templates—
Using a common interface/presentation template

Grading rubrics—

Learning object database—great idea, difficult to implement

Course Asset Storage Environment (CASE)—De-construct the course elements and put them into a storage environment (Netherlands: Learning Design)

Hire a student to sit in on courses to gather content from faculty—Graduate students or seniors or Instructional Designers. Gather content and also evaluate faculty style of teaching to inform development of the online course

Budget amount of time and dollars, because it forces faculty to prioritize revisions



